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Abstract7

Developing lighter, stronger and more ductile aerospace metallic materials is in demand for energy effi-8

ciency strategies. Alloys with twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) and/or transformation-induced plasticity9

(TRIP) effects have been exploited to defeat the conflict of strength versus ductility, yet very few if any10

physically informed methods exist to address the complex interactions between such transitions. Here we11

report a facile route to deploy transformation-mediated strengthening in Ti alloys, which particularly fo-12

cuses on the supervised activation of TRIP and TWIP via a mechanism-driven modelling approach. New13

alloys were comparatively developed and presented notable resistances to strain localisation, but interest-14

ingly through distinct mechanical characteristics. Specifically, extraordinary strain-hardening rate (dσ/dε)15

with a peak value of 2.4 GPa was achieved in Ti-10Mo-5Nb (wt.%), resulting from the synergetic activation16

of hierarchical transformations. An efficient model integrating TRIP and TWIP was applied to understand17

the interplays of the transition mechanisms.18
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The quest of fuel-efficient and low-emission future propulsion systems motivates the discovery of new21

metallic materials with higher strength, lower density, superior toughness and durability [1]. Although22

conventional metals, e.g. aluminium alloys, are substantially replaced by carbon fibre reinforced composites,23

metals remain irreplaceable in safety-critical components with the highest requirements for reliability [2].24

Aerospace engineering designs ask for the development of titanium alloys presenting excellent integrity of25

impact resilience, fracture toughness, fatigue resistance and stiffness while minimising weight. A route26

to simultaneously improve strength and ductility relies on the implementation of transformation-induced27

strengthening. Here the term transformation is used in a general sense to mean extensive rearrangement of28

the atomic structure. It is intended to include plastic deformation via deformation twinning because of the29

highly ordered nature of the rearrangement and the creation of coherent interface, which are closely relative30
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to martensitic transformation [3]. TRIP/TWIP Ti alloys with synergetic activation of β → α′′ martensitic31

transformation and {332}〈113〉 twinning display excellent deformation energy absorbing capacity in terms of32

superior strain-hardening and resistance to strain localisation [4, 5]. However, very few if any physics-based33

models exist to address the complexity of transition interactions. In addition, the explicit role of β → α′′34

transition to strain-hardening is relatively unclear [6, 7]. It is crucial to establish an integrated and efficient35

method to reflect the role of each deformation mode to the overall mechanical properties.36

In this work, we aim to design and deploy transformation strengthening in Ti alloys via a mechanism-37

driven modelling strategy. It enables the manipulation of TWIP and TRIP, and hence optimising the38

mechanical properties. We recently showed that the strain-hardening in TWIP Ti alloys stems from the39

emerging twin obstacles, where the reduced dislocation mean free path can be effectively controlled by40

the twinning kinetics [8]. In contrast, the joint TRIP/TWIP triggers hierarchical deformation and further41

promotes transformation strengthening. A model describing TRIP and TWIP was applied to unveil the42

deformation microstructure evolution, and quantitatively predicted the strengthening explicitly induced43

by martensitic transformation. Our route avoids expensive computations by using a set of physics-based44

parameters and simplified internal variables which are capable to reflect the β stability and deformation45

conditions.46

Here we specifically developed Ti-14Mo-5Sn and Ti-10Mo-5Nb alloys (wt.%) to exploit the composition-47

sensitive deformation mechanisms. A detailed procedure of alloy preparation was documented in the authors’48

previous work [8]. Uniaxial tensile tests were performed with an extensometer along the rolling direction49

under a constant strain rate of ε̇ = 5.0 × 10−4 s−1. Interrupted tests were conducted for Ti-14Mo-5Sn at50

the strain of 1.5%, 4.1% and 8.3%. The deformation microstructure was observed using a field-emission51

scanning electron microscope (ZEISS Sigma) equipped with an orientation imaging system for conducting52

the electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis. The data was acquired and post-processed using53

Bruker QUANTAX software. The step size was 0.2 µm and the total scanning map size was 286.4× 214.854

µm2. The pole figures were calculated using 100–140 pixels.55

Fig.1 shows the tensile engineering stress-strain curves and the corresponding strain-hardening rate plots56

of Ti-14Mo-5Sn and Ti-10Mo-5Nb at quasi-static strain rate. The mechanical features of Ti-11Mo-5Sn-5Nb57

TWIP alloy from the previous work [8] is displayed for comparison. Ti-10Mo-5Nb exhibited a relatively58

lower yield stress but followed by superior plasticity via pronounced strain-hardening (Fig.1a). Uniform59

elongations (uEL) are adopted to describe the tensile plasticity and the values are approximated by the60

Considère criterion [9]. The uEL of Ti-10Mo-5Nb reached 0.27± 0.02 compared to 0.16± 0.01 of Ti-14Mo-61

5Sn (Fig.1b). It is worth noting the two alloys displayed distinct strain-hardening rate. Ti-14Mo-5Sn showed62

monotonically reduced dσ/dε over strain, which is allied to most of the TWIP alloys [8]. In contrast, Ti-63

10Mo-5Nb displayed a hump-shape dσ/dε feature which dynamically increased after yielding then reached64

a maximum of 2.4 GPa at ε = 0.18. Such characteristic is analogous to the reported TRIP/TWIP alloys65
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Figure 1: (a) Engineering stress-strain curve of Ti-14Mo-5Sn and Ti-10Mo-5Nb alloys under quasi-static strain rate ε̇ =

5.0× 10−4 s−1. The stress-strain curve of Ti-11Mo-5Sn-5Nb TWIP alloy [8] is displayed for comparison. (b) True stress-strain

curves and the corresponding strain-hardening rate θ = dσ/dε bullet plots.

[4, 10, 11, 6].66

Fig.2 displays the EBSD microstructural evolution of Ti-14Mo-5Sn at different strains. The average grain67

size is 128 µm with a standard deviation of 56 µm. Thin {332}〈113〉 twin bands appeared at the initial68

stage of plastic deformation (1.5% strain). The number of twins increased rapidly to accommodate the strain69

increase. Twin-twin intersections and twinning transfer through grain boundaries were observed at 8.3%70

strain. A characteristic feature of {332}〈113〉 twin is that its width may grow broadly (for instance to over71

1.6 µm [12]), which is capable for the formation of hierarchical structures inside the primary twin. Pole figure72
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Figure 2: Deformation microstructures of Ti-14Mo-5Sn at different strain levels. EBSD image quality (IQ) maps and inverse

pole figure (IPF) maps at engineering strains of (a1 and a2) 1.5%, (b1 and b2) 4.1% and (c1 and c2) 8.3%. (d1 and d2)

Pole figure of {332}〈113〉 twinning to the detected area. (e1 and e2) Pole figures of both {332}〈113〉 and {112}〈111〉 systems

corresponding to the detected areas.
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Figure 3: Deformation microstructure of Ti-10M-5Nb at the strain of fracture. (a) EBSD IPF map shows extensive deformation

twinning. (b) The phase map reveals the retained α′′ martensite after stress release. (c1 and c2) Detected twinning area and

the corresponding pole figure present the primary {332}〈113〉 twinning system. (d1 and d2) IPF, Phase map and the pole

figure display the formation of hierarchical {332}〈113〉 twin and α′′ martensite. (e1 and e2) IPF and the pole figure confirm

most of the primary products are {332}〈113〉 twins. (f1 and f2) The retained α′′ coexisted with neighbouring {332}〈113〉2nd

twin.

analysis in Fig.2d and e exhibited the major substructures were secondary {332}〈113〉2nd twins whereas very73

little {112}〈111〉2nd system was identified adjacent to the {332}〈113〉2nd ones. The {332}〈113〉2nd formed74

preferably close to the twin-twin intersections, which accommodated local stress concentrations and may75

further enhance plasticity [13]. Fig.3 shows the deformation microstructure of Ti-10Mo-5Nb at the strain76

of fracture. The primary twinning bands were confirmed as {332}〈113〉 system by the pole figure analysis77

in Fig.3c and e. The phase map in Fig.3b observed a noticeable amount of orthorhombic α′′ martensite78

retained in some of the grains after stress release. The enlarged areas in Fig.3d1 and f1 further identified79

the α′′ domains only appeared within the primary twinning bands, where most of the α′′ coexisted with the80

neighbouring secondary {332}〈113〉2nd twins. In contrary, α′′ can hardly be observed in the matrix, which81

may fully reverse back to β phase [7] or retain small amounts in the microstructure [14].82

It is essential to comparatively model the mechanical behaviours of TWIP and TRIP/TWIP Ti alloys,83

since the deformation modes are analogous but the two types of alloys present distinct strain-hardening84

rate. Given by the TWIP plasticity is attributed to the shear strain of twinning, the strain increment dε85

is facilitated by dislocation slip dεdis and twinning strain by: dε = (1 − ftw)dεdis + εtwdftw, where ftw86

is the volume fraction of {332}〈113〉 twinning [8]. Its twinning strain εtw = 1
2
√

2M
, where M = 2.8 the87

Taylor factor. To the contrary, the promoted plasticity in TRIP/TWIP alloys is mediated by the collective88

operation of dislocation slip, twinning and martensitic transformation:89

dε = (1− ftw − fα′′)dεdis + εtwdftw + fα′′dεα′′ (1)90
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where dεα′′ is the extra strain increment led by martensitic transformation. In case of fcc TRIP alloys, a91

stress-assisted ε martensite forms by the stacking of single 1
6 〈112〉 partials dissociated from 1

2{110}〈111〉92

perfect dislocations. Given by the strain energy of a Shockley partial is 2
3 the energy of a perfect dislocation,93

it postulates that the strain accommodated by ε amounts to a similar proportion [15]. In contrast, the shear94

strain (γα′′ = 1
2
√

2
) induced by transition in metastable bcc Ti alloys accounts for one-half of that in fcc95

alloys γε = 1√
2
. Thus it deviates the proportion dεα′′ = 1

3dεdis for β → α′′ martensitic transformation.96

Thereafter Eq. (1) can be rearranged to express the fraction of strain increment by dislocation slip:97

dεdis
dε

=
1

1− ftw − 2
3fα′′

(
1− 1

2
√

2M

dftw
dε

)
(2)98

Twinning kinetics dftw
dε is the key factor that governs the growing rate of twin volume fraction. Its expression99

can be derived by differentiating ftw = Ftw
{

1−exp
[
−βtw(ε−ε0)

]}m
over strain [8], where Ftw = 0.6±0.02100

the saturation twin fraction [12], m = 0.6 a numerical exponent and ε0 the critical strain at the onset of101

transformation, βtw twinning kinetic parameter sensitive to alloy composition and strain rate.102

The evolution of dislocation density can be divided into the increment of dislocation density over the103

strain that undergoes dislocation slip dρ
dεdis

and the portion of dεdis above the macroscopic strain accommo-104

dated by all deformation carriers dεdis
dε , by means of dρdε = dρ

dεdis
dεdis
dε . The dislocation storage term is promoted105

by the rise of dislocation forest and the reduced dislocation mean free path being dρ+

dεdis
= k

b

√
ρ +

∑
i
M
bΛi

,106

where k = 0.03 ± 0.005 the storage coefficient [16]; b = 2.8 Å the Burgers vector; Λi the dislocation mean107

free path. Deformation twin or martensite can be regarded as thin circular disks with 1
Λi

= 1
2ti

fi
1−fi [17],108

where fi the volume fraction and ti the mean width of the respective deformation product. Here twin width109

ttw = 1.2 ± 0.3 µm and α′′ martensite width tα′′ = 0.3 ± 0.1 µm were adopted [12, 11]. The evolution of110

dislocation density over the strain undergoing dislocation slip is:111

dρ

dεdis
=
k

b

√
ρ+

M

bD
+

M

2bttw

ftw
1− ftw

+
M

2btα′′

fα′′

1− fα′′
− fDRV ρ (3)112

The α′′ volume fraction is only accounted for TRIP/TWIP alloys, and it is expressed as fα′′ = Fα′′
{

1 −113

exp
[
−βα′′(ε− ε0)

]}m
[18], where Fα′′ = 0.25± 0.05 the saturation volume fraction [6, 14], βα′′ the kinetics114

of martensitic transformation. A dynamic recovery coefficient fDRV = 3.0 ± 0.5 was applied [16]. The115

dislocation pile-up produces backstress: σb = Mµb
(

1
2ttw

ftw
1−ftw + 1

D

)
n [8], where µ = 39 GPa the shear116

modulus and n the number of dislocation loops accumulated on a given slip plane. The flow stress is117

therefore incorporated by the transformation-enhanced isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening:118

σ = σ0 + αMµb
√
ρ+Mµb

(
1

2ttw

ftw
1− ftw

+
1

D

)
n (4)119

where α ≈ 0.3 reflects the average strength of dislocation interactions [19]. σ0 comprises of the critical120

resolved shear stress of pure Ti, solid solution hardening and grain boundary strengthening [20]. Moreover,121
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the strain-hardening rate can be solved analytically taking ρ as an internal variable:122

dσ

dε
=
dσ

dρ

dρ

dε
=
αMµb

2
√
ρ

dρ

dε
(5)123

where dρ
dε is dependent to the operation of TWIP or TRIP/TWIP, respectively. The modelled strain-124

hardening rate may estimate the uniform elongation according to the Considère criterion.125

Fig.4 shows the model implementation to both TWIP and TRIP/TWIP alloys. The twin volume fraction126

of Ti-14Mo-5Sn is lower than that of Ti-11Mo-5Sn-5Nb, causing slightly decreased plasticity. The modelled127

flow stress curves well agreed to the experimental data as shown in Fig.4b. The only fitting variable in128

the TWIP model is the twinning kinetics parameter βtw which rises with reduced β stability. The strain-129

hardening rate is shown in Fig.4c. Although the modelled dσ
dε curves did not manage to copy the exact130

shape of the experimental one, they captured the the point where dσ
dε dropped below the value of flow stress131

at the given strain rate: dσ
dε

∣∣
ε̇

= σ, which effectively predicts the uniform elongation. The constitutive132

model integrating TRIP and TWIP was applied to Ti-10Mo-5Nb. The kinetics of {332}〈113〉 twinning133

was more pronounced than that of β → α′′ transition, making the twin fraction always higher than α′′134

Figure 4: (a) The growing of twinning volume fraction in Ti-14Mo-5Sn and Ti-11Mo-5Sn-5Nb TWIP alloys. (b) The modelled

flow stress reasonably agrees to the experimental data. (c) The experimental and modelled strain-hardening rate plots. (d)

The volume fractions of both α′′ martensite and {332}〈113〉 twin increase with strain in Ti-10Mo-5Nb TRIP/TWIP alloy. (e)

The rising of total dislocation density ρ in Ti-10Mo-5Nb. (f) Experimental and modelled stress-strain curves of Ti-10Mo-5Nb,

the dashed curves display the respective evolution of dislocation density and flow stress subtracting TRIP effect.
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fraction throughout the deformation (Fig.4d). The rapid increase of the transformation products significantly135

accelerated dislocation accumulation from the early to the intermediate deformation stage, then the rise was136

suppressed by dynamic recovery. Fig.4f shows the modelled mechanical behaviour reasonably agreed to the137

experiments. The strain-hardening rate, however, was not reproduced for the present TRIP/TWIP alloy138

because the hardening curve is derivative and it is more sensitive to the mechanism change, especially to139

the β → α′′ and twinning kinetics. Virtual dislocation density (dashed curve in Fig.4e) and flow stress140

(dashed curve in Fig.4f) evolutions subtracting TRIP effect were predicted respectively. The flow stress still141

presented considerable strain-hardening solely from TWIP mode.142

The goal of this work is to introduce a simple but efficient approach to implement TRIP and TWIP in143

Ti alloys. For this purpose, the constitutive model was ensured to use simplified but physically informed144

variables that govern the growing rate of twin or martensite. TWIP and TRIP may undergo jointly because145

of the existence of a noticeably overlapped domain in their transformational threshold energy [16], meanwhile146

they are mutually inclusive in terms of the transition crystallography and dislocation mechanisms. Fig.5147

overviews the deformation mechanisms of Ti alloys corresponding to the transformational energy landscape.148

In near α and α/β alloys that present higher fraction of α′ martensite, β → α′ martensitic transformation is149

thermally activated. By increasing the alloying elements, the high temperature β phase can be retained upon150

quenching and a metastable state is achievable when a pseudoelastic equilibrium is formed [23, 24]. The151

strain-induced martensitic transformation occurs when the transformational resistance (mainly elastic strain152

energy) is overcome by the joint chemical driving force and mechanical work. This group of alloys display153
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Figure 5: Transformational energy landscape and the corresponding deformation characteristics. Metastable β Ti alloys

display versatile mechanical behaviours or deformation modes i.e. superelasticity [21], shape memory, TRIP/TWIP and TWIP.

Dislocation slip [22] becomes the dominate deformation mode when the β is fully stabilised.
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the most versatile mechanical characteristics i.e. superelasticity, shape memory, TRIP/TWIP and TWIP.154

The extraordinary width of {332}〈113〉 twin implies the easy nucleation and growth of {332}〈113〉 twin in155

a layer-by-layer fashion. It effectively extends the plasticity by producing a large amount of inelastic strain156

within a very short time by broadening [25]. Furthermore, the spacious width entails a higher possibility to157

form extensive substructures such as {332}〈113〉2nd or α′′2nd inside the wide primary twin.158

In summary, we developed an efficient route to realise transformation strengthening in Ti alloys through159

a supervised operation of TRIP and TWIP. We carried out comprehensive study to substantiate (1) the160

operative deformation modes can be tailored by the underlying transition kinetics; and (2) a model with161

minimised internal variables can reasonably well predict the flow stress and the onset of strain localisation. A162

model integrating TRIP and TWIP was applied to take explicitly into account the microstructural evolution;163

and the model validation quantified the noticeable contribution of β → α′′ transformation to the enhanced164

strain-hardening. Looking forward, the modelling algorithm is extendible to broader alloy systems and the165

design strategy can be readily applied to industrial practice.166
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